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This study tries to find out about the personal
computer market in Hong Kong. In particular, it aims
to know about the market potential, the selection
criteria, the areas of application, the desired
benefits and reasons for not buying. The target groups
are the various professionals and business
establishments.
Simple random sampling using questionnaire is
employed. This is supplemented- by interviews with a
personal computer vendor and an agent.
The findings of this study are summarized as
follows:-
1. There exists a sizeable personal computer market
in the next three years
2. The reliability of computers stands out as the
most important selection criterion
3. Good after sales service and vendor reputation
criterion is considered the least important
4. Professionals have significantly different
attitudes towards certain selection criteria
5. Areas of application are different for various
groups but most of them will look for accounting
application and games
3
6. Self development is found to be the most
sought-after benefit while prestige is the
least
7. Some variations in desired benefit exist amongst
various groups
8. The main reason for not buying is no need but
some variations exist among groups.
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The aim of marketing is to )airy and under-
stand the customer so well that the product or
service fits him and sells itself. Ideally,
marketing should result in a customer who is ready
to buy. All that should be needed then is to make
the product or service available.....
Peter F. Drucker1
Since 1946 when J. P. Eckert and J.W. Mauchly invented
Eniac, the first general purpose electronic computer at the
University of Pennsylvania, the computer industry has
experienced tremendous growth in the 30 odd years of its
life so far. Until mid 70s, the computer was still
conceived as huge machinery which could perform anything you
request but very expensive. Applications of computer were
found all over the world in virtually every environment.
They were only affordable by few big conglomerates who
possessed the necessary resources in terms of finance,
personnel and expertise to make use of the machine.
1 Drucker, Peter F. Management: Tasks,
Responsibilities, Practices. London, William Heinemann
Ltd., 1974. pp. 64-65
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Personal Computer
Emergence of Personal Computers
The origins of personal computers dated back to 1968
when the technology of integrated circuit (IC) started. In
its infancy, application of this technology was extremely
expensive due to production difficulties. It was not until
the beginning of 1975 that efficient application of this
technology had enabled the production of lower cost
computers to become a practical reality.
A personal computer is typically a general purposed,
stand-alone, micro-processor based system that provides a
conversational interaction between its user and it.
Typically, a personal computer has some storage media
(usually cassette or floppy diskette) and a keyboard
together with the micro-processor. Printing option is also
available to enable hard copy output if so desired. Selling
price of a personal computer is typically between HK$6,000
to HK$20,000 depending on the exact configurations.
Impact of Personal Computers
Because of the emergence of personal computers,
computing power is now not only the prerogative of the haves
but has also been extended to small establishments as well
as individuals. Contemporary people will benefit from this
increased computing (personal) power endowed by personal
computers. This necessarily has an impact on the daily life
3of the common public.
For the marketers of computers, the introduction of
personal computers represents a significantly different
marketing approach. For one, because of the low revenue o
each unit of personal computer, it can no longer be
economical to sell by door-to-door canvassing. Vendor
support for individual problem-solving also will not be
easily justified. On the promotional side, advertising an
promotion will become more important as they are effective
channels to convey the message to the general consumers, a
target market which is neglected by the traditional comput
marketers. Servicing will also need entirely brand new
concept from existing servicing methods. Typically,
personal computer users will be unlikely to enter into any
maintenance contract binding for a period of time. They
will follow the pattern of consumer products where consume
will only bring the defective personal computer to repair
and when it is broken down.
Applications of personal computers
There are currently four major usage environments in





Within these environments, some 1,500 applications have be
identified. They can include games, music, and cartoons on
the light side to such professional applications like
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accounting, engineering, personal records, word processing,
electronic mail, computer-assisted instruction (CAI), etc.
Data communications capability available on these personal
computers enables connection to other computer users for
data exchange.
Market size of Personal Computers
It has been estimated that the worldwide personal
computer market place will grow from approximately 600,000
unit base at the end of 1980 to about 1.8 million
installations by the end of 1985.1 Sales projection for
1981 and 82 are over 250,000 units per yearl. The U.S.
market in 1981 was expected to hit 390,000 units worth about
US$1.7 billion, whereas the European market was expected to
hit US$1 billion for the same year2. By 1983, IDC expects
the shipment figure for Europe to more than 400,000 units,
worth US$2 billion2.
Vendors of Personal Computers
The huge market potential untapped has aroused the
interest of not only the early enterers such as Radio Shack,
Commodore and Apple but also computer giants such as IBM,
Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC), Hewlett Packard etc.
Japanese suppliers such as NEC, Hitachi, etc. are also in
1All about Personal Computers Datapro Reports on
Mini-computers (June 1981)
2Europe Counterattacks the Imports International
Business Week, June 15, 1981, p.96.
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the game. Even amateurs such as Canon, Casio and Seiko
have participated and many will follow in this most
challenging business.
From the European side, electronics giant Philips and
Sinclair have also entered into the battle field.
Computer in Hong Kong
The Market
The first computer in Hong Kong was installed in 1962
in China Light and Power Ltd. using an NCR 315 computer',
since then, it took quite a while before computer was
generally used even amongst the large companies. There were
more than seven hundred installations by the end of 19812.
Eighty-four computer suppliers either have offices or are
represented in Hong Kong selling all kinds of EDP
equipment2.
Environment for Personal Computers
In recent years, Hong Kong has experienced tremendous
rise in operating costs of offices, such as office rentals,
salaries, staff turnover etc. The ever increasing cost to
run an office is becoming a headache for businessmen.
Secondly, because of the sophistication in nowadays
business, it always requires huge volume of data for
1 Hong Kong Computer Yearbook (1977)
2 Statistical Table. Asian Computer Yearbook 81-82
(1981) p.107.
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analysis purposes to come to a sound decision. Unanimously,
they point to a need of processing-huge data which need to
be stored somewhere. With the dropping cost of computers
due to higher technological efficiency such as the
introduction of personal computers, there is emerging a
happy compromise between processing power and affordability.
On the other hand, the recent decision of Education
Department to introduce trial computer courses to secondary
schools in 1984-1985 school year, is a reflection of the
dedication of government towards the subject of computers.
When the results of this test are positive, all secondary
schools will then require computer facilities in order to
provide the computer courses. From what is apparent now,
personal computers will be used in all these schools to
provide these computer courses by then. All these point to
a huge potential for personal computers in the years ahead.
In view of the small installation base of personal computers
locally, there seem to exist an attractive market where any
supplier would be tempted to have a bite of the cake.
Buying Motives
The mentality of local people (Chinese mainly) may be
quite different from that of Westerners. Therefore, buying
motives of such personal computers may differ from
those found out in other places, notably U.S.A. The reason
of benefits seemed to be the main reason for buying.
Other motives such as fear, security,imitation etc. will
only come into play when the market becomes a mature one.
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Selection Criteria
Once the buying motives are there, prospective buyers
will then make their selection based on their perception of
the criteria. We can safely assume that the decision made
will be a rational one without too much emotional
involvement. The latter would not be interesting as this is
not controllable by any marketers. Generally, selection
criteria can fall into any of the following catagories:
price, features, reliability and support.
Purpose of Research
The first purpose of the research is to determine the
market potential of personal computers in Hong Kong for the
coming three years. A period of three years is chosen
because of two factors: technology cycle and business
environments. The rapid changing nature of technology cycle
has found its best evidence in computer techology, where
each machine generation lasts only for approximately five
years and is getting shorter. Meanwhile, it is
unrealistic to expect an investment pay-off within two
years. Therefore a three year period is chosen.
Secondly, the research is also conducted to determine
the buying motives of personal computers in Hong Kong. In
other words, for what benefits the buyers are in favour of
personal computers? As mentioned above, we only confine the
buying motives to those primary ones, as other motives are
considered not relevant in view of the market situation.
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In this connection, the segments of professional and
business enterprises could have quite different views. For
one, business firms are expected to be more rational because
of their thinking as a group instead of as an individual.
Furthermore, there have quite distinctly different
objectives. Therefore, it will also be necessary to know
the buying motives per group and also per field of
specialization.
The third purpose is to ascertain the selection
criteria of personal computers and their relative
importance. Along the same line of reasoning as above, it
therefore implies also the need to separate the
professionals from business enterprises.
Lastly, we want to identify the important types of
applications of personal computers per line of professionals
and business enterprises.
Significance of Research
In anticipation of the market potential that is to be
found out, companies can plan on their resources and
strategies to tap this market. Because of the distinct
difference between personal computers and conventional ones
in the marketing mixes, it is sensible to examine the
possible alternatives in the marketing mixes to capitalise
and optimisethe efforts. Most notable areas include
distribution where personal computers employ non direct
selling channels. Promotion is another area where personal
computer marketers would definitely like to address the
audience in a different way. Furthermore, are applications
9
important? If so, knowing applications could only be
developed in a long span of time, the findings of the
research can help marketers to develop any required





On the basis of Chapter I where we defined what we
would like to find out about the Hong Kong market, we can
decide on the method of information collection. The type of
method used would depend very much on the size of the
population and the availablility of resources such as
finance and time.
The target population aimed at for this study includes
professionals and commercial establishments. On the
professional side, we have included accountants, computer
professionals, engineers, lawyers, physicians, teachers and
students. Students are confined to post-secondary level
studying at the University of Hong Kong, the Chinese
University of Hong Kong and the Hong Kong Polytechnic. The
total number of professionals in question amounts to
31,800. Table 1 lists the number of individuals in each
profession.
On the commercial side, we typically pin-point the
various sectors of manufacturing, wholesale and
import/export,insurance, real estate, finance and business
services. According to the Hong Kong Monthly Digest of
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TABLE 1
POPULATION SIZE OF PROFESSIONALS
Category Estimated Main Affiliation
Nos.*
(Accountant 3,000 HK Society of Accountants
Computer
Professional 1,000 HK Computer Society
4,000I Eng ineer HK Institute of Engineers
Lawyer 800 Law Society of Hong Kong
3,000 HK Medical Association(Physician









* Based on Government Gazette 1981 or estimates from
main affiliations.
TABLE 2






Finance, Insurance, Real Estate
and Business Services 7,211
65,682Total
Source: Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics
(Sept. 1981)
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Statistics (September 1981), the total number of
establishment in these sectors is 65,682 establishments.
Table 2 gives a breakdown among the various sectors.
Hence, the various sub-populations add up to a total
size of 97,482 individuals/establishments.
Random Sampling
With a population size of around 97,500, a complete
survey or census of all the units in the population is
undoubtedly impossible even with unlimited resources of
money, time and manpower. Hence the method of random
sampling is considered to be appropriate in this case,
Sample Size
This is a difficult question to be answered for it
depends on a number of factors. Generally speaking, the
larger the sample size, the smaller will the standard error
of estimate be, thus the higher precision will resultl.
1 The standard error of estimate is defined as
where n= sample size
N= population size
p= proportion in the population with some particular
attribute to be estimated.
If sample size n represents only a small portion (say
less than 5% of population size N)
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H owever , the sample size is usually limited by its cost
involvement and administrative practicability . F urthermore ,
it is complicatedby the usual multi - purposed nature of the
survey . A certain sample size which gives a desired
precision for some particular estimate might be proved to be
insufficient for other estimates .
I n view of the purpose of our survey and limitation on
resources, we estimate that a sample size of some 4 0 0 would
be sufficient and practicable . W e further aim at an average
of 5 0 responseswith a minimum of 2 0 responsesfor each
sub - population.
S imple vs S tratified
S ome thought has been given to the use of stratified
random sampling to increase the precision of estimate , in
particular the overall market potential of our target
population , without increasing the sample size . H owever ,
this is ruled out for various reasons .
G iven a target sample size of 4 0 0 , proportionate
stratified random sampling according to sub - population size
would require only three to four questionnairesto be
collected for lawyers and computer professionals. O nly a
few questionnaires would definitely make any statistical
analysis on individual professions or business types
impossible . F urthermore , there is also considerable
difficulty in trying to obtain as many as some 1 5 0
questionnairesfrom the large sub - population such as the
manufacturing sector .
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Disproportionate stratified random. sampling is also
considered. However, its usefulness in increasing the
precision of estimation requires a prior knowledge of the
standard deviations of each stratum, i.e. sub-populations.
In our case, these standard deviations are totally lacking,
hence, administration of this method would be impossible.
For reason of practicability and ease of administration, we
therefore select simple random sampling.
Data Collection
Interviews vs Questionnaire
There are a number of data collection methods including
interview- personal or telephone, mail questionnaire,
observation and published documentary sources. The latter
two methods are definitely out of consideration for obvious
reasons. There remains the interview and questionnaire
methods.
Telephone or personal interview would definitely
guarantee fairly high response rates. However, the number
of interviews required to generate four hundred responses
might take more than 250 hours at thirty minutes per
interview. This is too time consuming on our part as well
as that of the interviewees. If interviewers are employed,
the cost involved would be highly prohibitive.
Mail questionnaire becomes the only choice with
intuitively sound reasons. It is less costly than the
interview method. For our purpose of attitude survey, it
would not be difficult to put questions in multi-choice form
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of questionnaire for ease of answering. Our target
population, comprising professionals and business
establishments, is a literate group and should reasonably be
assumed to be,capable of answering a questionnaire without
the help-of interviewer. Besides, the large and dispersed
population suits the questionnaire method more than
interview. However, mail questionnaire carries an inherent
pitfall of low response rate which will be dealt with in the
next section.
Low Response Rate- Its Overcome
Bearing in mind the perceivable low response rate, we
try to modify the questionnaire method by implanting in it
the better response rate of interview. This can be termed
as group interviewing with questionnaire method. The
technicality of this method is described in the next
paragraph.
Despatch Methods of Questionnaire
Our target population comprises professionals or
business establishments who are normally affiliated to their
respective professional bodies or trade associations. These
bodies or associations regularly organise meetings or have
'mail-outs' to their members. By attending these
association meetings, we can distribute the questionnaires
during intermission to all or randomly selected attending
members. The questionnaires are then collected before the
meeting resumes. With this method, the questionnaires are
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distributed as cheaply as mail questionnaire while the
response rate would be as high as interview. As meeting is
normally open to all members of a specific professional
body, the sample thus obtained can reasonably be conceived
as a random sample of the professional sub-population.
Furthermore, we can also safely assume that non attending
members thus excluded from our sample should not introduce
any systematic error to our sample as far as the nature and
purpose of our survey are concerned.
The second form resembles more that of the mail
questionnaire. Normally, these associations will have
regular 'mail-outs' which can be accompanied by our
questionnaires. By so doing, not only is the cost of
postage greatly reduced, the response rate could be
considerably improved. However, we anticipate that the
response rate in this method will still be substantially
lower than that of the first method.
The last form is the direct mail of questionnaires to
the target population. This method will only be employed if
the first two methods are definitely impossible. In order
to ensure adequate responses for subsequently meaningful
analysis, a larger number of questionnaire will be
despatched. Besides, other features such as the provision
of pre-paid reply envelope are used to solicit the target
population for response. Table 3 in Appendix A lists the
various methods employed for each sub-population.
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Interview with Dealer- A Supplement
to Questionnaire
The purpose of the interview with agents/vendors
in personal computers is to supplement and/or confirm
the results from the questionnaire method. Through
their day-to-day contact with potential buyers, they
should have gathered considerable information on
consumer attitudes. Hence, their opinions can be
viewed to represent a collection of consumer
attitudes. In addition, they are in a better position
to provide information on previous movements in this
field which could be useful but difficult to be
obtained through questionnaire.
Interviews with two agents/vendors in personal
computers are carried out. They are Teltec Electronic
Systems Ltd. (agent for TRS-80)l and Commodore
Electronics (vendor for Commodore)2. The interview
guidelines are similar to the questionnaire with the
only addition of estimation of market sizes existing
and in the coming three years, to compare with findings
of our survey.
1' TRS-80' is the brand name for personal
computers of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy
Corporation in Texas,U.S.A.





The questionnaire is designed according to four
principles.
Firstly, it must be able to gather adequate relevant
data for analysis leading to answers of the questions for
this study.
Secondly, with the diverse field of specialization of
each sub-population, it must post no difficulty or mis-
interpretation to any person answering it.
Thirdly it must be so designed that no systematic error
could ever be introduced to bias the findings.
Fourthly, with due regard to its inherent lack of
response, every effort is made to overcome this difficulty
through properly designed questionnaire.
Pilot Test
With due consideration to the four principles, we have
designed a preliminary questionnaire for the survey. This
questionnaire is test-run during our pilot test. Any
shortfalls detected are eliminated and modified to arrive at
the final versions. For example, we have employed forced
ranking method in question one on selection criteria. This
-method provides more meaningful results on the relative
importance of each criteria which could not be obtained by
simple rating on criterion by criterion basis. Moreover, it
avoids the complexity of the rate-and-rank method.
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The Questionnaire
After a series of testing and modification, eight
versions of questionnaire containing the same questions have
been generated. They are exhibited in Appendix B and embody
the following features:-
1. Short questionnaire- contains eight questions in
two pages including covering
letter
Layman terms used2
3 Simple and straightforward questions
Pre-paid reply envelope enclosed, if mailed4
5 Free of leading question
Answer options to each question assume different6
sequence in various versions of the questionnaire
Willingness to provide a summary of the study7
result in return for response
Letterhead of three-year MBA programme, CUHK used.8
The questionnaire comprises two sets of four versions
each. One of them for professional audience while the other
is for business enterprises. They differ only in question
seven on demographic data where the size of the business
enterprise is also asked other than the nature of business
or type of profession.
Analysis of Data
Plan of Analysis
The entire analysis is centered around the answering of
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the various question on market potential, selection
criteria, areas of application, desired benefits and reasons
for not buying. The plan of analysis is to tackle each
aspect one by one. For all analysis involving statistical
technique, a confidence level of 95 percent will be
assumed. In all subsequent analysis, the whole sample will
be divided into two sub-samples of professional and business
enterprise. We deliberately separate them into two because
we consider there should be a difference between the two
groups in the various question areas. A Chi-square test by
contingency table on these perceived difference will be
conducted to confirm this point.
First of all, we would try to estimate the overall
market potential of personal computers for professional in
the next three years. This could be derived from the
proportion of potential buyer estimated from question four
of our simple random sample and the total population figures
from published sources as illustrated in Table 1 earlier.
We would also estimate the same for business enterprises.
Next, we would then conduct hypothesis testing by
contingency table on the estimated proportion of potential
buyers among the various professionals. This would
ascertain whether a market segmentation by profession exists
or not. Similar test for this subject matter on market
segmentation by business type or firm size will be carried
out upon availability of sufficient data.
Related to the above is the reasons for not buying.
Tabulation by reasons will be carried out to see what the
main reasons are. Particular emphasis will be given to the
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reasons of (i) awaiting improved performance at lower cost
(ii) too expensive and (iii) no expertise. These
reasons indicate that a potential market could be nourished
if sufficient marketing effort is put up to overcome these
difficulties. The reason of already possessing one will
throw some light on the market saturation at present.
These reasons will be further broken down by
professions/business types to enable the individual tackling
of marketing roadblocks specific to each profession and
business.
On question one, frequency tabulation will be performed
to find out the average rank and the distribution of rank
for each selection criterion. The mean rank will reflect
the relative importance of each criterion.
Next, the sample will be divided into buyer and
non-buyer sub-groups by cross tabulation to see whether they
have different opinions on selection criteria. Chi-square
test at 95 percent significance level will be used to test
the null hypothesis that the two sub-groups are identical in
these attributes. If the test result turns out to be
negative, the subsequent analysis by professions will be
conducted spearately for each sub-group. Again, the
breakdown by professions is geared for providing information
on the possible differences in marketing strategy for
various professions. Again, cross tabulation will be
performed and Chi-square tests on the result will be
conducted. Similar tests will be carried out for the
business sub-sample.
For questions two and three, all tests as described
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above for selection criteria will be conducted for similar
reasons. Furthermore, any interrelationship among selection
criteria, applications and benefits will be looked for.
This might throw some light on the internal consistency of
the data collected.
Finally, for question six, a frequency tabulation on
perceived influence of computer will be conducted. This is
again broken down by profession to see any variation among
professions.
The Use of SPSS
Because of the extent of analysis involved, it is
deemed necessary that computing facility should be made
available for data manupilation. With around four hundred
cases and thirty-five variables per case, the only suitable
package at the Computer Centre of CUHK is the SPSS
(Statistical Package for Social Sciences) running on IBM
OS/VS1 environment. This package will be used as far as
possible throughout the analysis phases. Frequencies and




Questionnaire Collection and Validation
A total of four hundred questionnaires is collected.
Eleven of them are invalidated and therefore excluded from
further analysis. They are rejected for lack of internal
consistency. All of them intend to buy a personal computer
by answering 'yes' to question four. However, they also
give reason for not buying by answering question five as
well. Table 3 of Appendix A shows the number of
questionnaire sent, received, invalidated and analysed for
each sub-population.
Low Response from Accountant, Lawyer and
Business Enterprise Sub-populations
lie are surprised by the extremely low response rates at
2 to 4 percent from the accountant, lawyer and business
enterprise sub-populations despite our effort to stimulate
response. It is even more astonishing to us that the
response rate for those questionnaires mailed through the
respective associations has no difference from those mailed
out directly. We can think of no other reason except the
followings:-
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(i) the inherent weakness of mail questionnaire in response
rate
(ii) the possible lack of interest in personal computer in
these sub-populations
(iii) the customarily lack of interest in answering
questionnaire among Hong Kong people.
Because of the limited number of questionnaire received
from isiness enterprise, our or4 --inal intention morform
some analysis by type of business and size of firm cannot be
accomplished. Therefore, all responses from business
enterprise will be treated as one sub-sample in subsequent
analysis. No segregation by business type and firm size
will be carried out.
Selection Criteria
Professionals Sub-sample vs Business Sub-sample
The overall ranking of selection criteria based on the
mean ranks are tabulated in Table 4. It can be seen that
only slight variation exist in the placement of second,
third and fourth important criteria. Professional
respondents attach a slightly higher importance to
sufficient training materials and user manuals while
business respondents give a better rank to availability of
application program.
The mean ranks of each selection criteria for
professional and business sub-samples are illustrated in
Exhibit 1. There is little difference in the mean rank for
all criteria between professionals and business
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TABLE 4
OVERALL RANKING OF SELECTION CRITERIA
WholeBusinessISelection Criteria Professionals
Sub-Sample SampleSub-Sample
Reliability of machine 1 11







6 6Upgradeability of machine 6




sub-samples. Both of them regard reliability of machine
as the most important criterion. Its mean rank also
deviates considerably from the other criteria. Good after
sales service and vendor reputation is ranked the least
important other than other criterion as specified which
will be dealt with in later section separately. The other
five criteria, namely, sufficient training materials and
users manuals, availability of application program,
upgradeability of machine, low cost and ease of
operations assume mean ranks which cluster together within
a narrow range. In other words, the five criteria are
considered to be of comparatively similar importance by all
respondents of our survey.
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EXHIBIT1
A COMPARISONOF MEAN RANKS OF SELECTIONCRITERIA
BETWEEN PROFESSIONALSBUSINESS SUB - SAMPLES
4 . 6 5 5
x . 8 0 0
GOOD AFTER SALES SERVICE AND VENDOR REPUTATION
13 . 92 9
4 . 3 6 0
SUFFICIENTTRAINING MATERIALS AND USER MANUALS
4 . 0 3 2
3 . 7 2 0
AVAILABILITYOF APPLICATIONPROGRAM
14. 273
4 . 5 2 0
UPGRADEABILITYOF MACHINE
4 . 1 7 0
4 . 4 0 0
LOW COST
3 . 9 3 8
1 3. 8 0 0
EASE OF OPERATIONS
3 . 0 5 3
2. 9 2 0
RELIABILITYOF MACHINE
6 . 5 0 0
J 6. 0 0 0
OTHERS - M ean





Overall ranking of selection criteria for the various
professionals within the professional sub-sample is
illustrated in Table 5. This is drawn up from the mean
ranks given by each professional group as tabulated in
Table 6 of the Appendix A. It can be seen that considerable
variations exist in the overall ranking among various
professionals. Possible inter-relationship among
professionals will be dealt with in Chapter IV on analysis
and interpretation of findings. We will only describe any
possible relationship among the various criteria for each
professional group by referring to Table 6 in the Appendix
A.
Accountant group
Ease of operations and availability of application
programs form the most important class. The mean ranks of
the remaining five criteria cluster closely and lag behind
the former two considerably by almost two ranks to form the
less important.
Computer professional group
According to the mean ranks, the seven criteria can be
roughly divided into three classes. Reliability of
machine singles out as the most important class. Low
cost and sufficient training material and user materials
form the intermediate important class. The least important
class comprises good after sales service and vendor
reputation, upgradeability of machine, ease of
28TABLE 5
OVERALL RANKING OF SELECTION CRITERIA BY PROFESSION
Selection IAcct. Computer StudentIPhysician TeacherIEng, Lawyer
Criteria Prof.
Reliability
4of machine 1 11 11 1
Ease of
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operations and availability of application programs.
Engineer group
Only two classes can be identified and unlike
accountants, their mean ranks are not very far apart. The
first or more important class consists of reliability of
machine, availability of application programs, low
cost, sufficient training materials and user manuals and
ease of operations. In this class, reliability of
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machine has an average rank slightly higher than the rest
to form the most important criterion. Good after sales
service and vendor reputation and upgradeability of
machine constitute the less important class.
Lawyer group
From Table 6 (Appendix A) on mean ranks, it can be seen
that the value of the range assumes four ranks from as high
as 2.4 to as low as 6.6. Therefore, a total of four classes
of criteria can be identified. Reliability of machine
again assumes the first place while good after sales
service and vendor reputation and ease of operations
jointly hold the second place. The th irl most important
class comprises sufficient training materals and user
manuals and low cost. Upgradeability of machine is the
least important criterion.
Physician group
The seven criteria can be roughly divided into three
classes according to their mean ranks. Reliability of
machine constitutes the highest ranked criterion while
ease of operations lags behind slightly to form the second
class. The remaining f ive criteria group together with low
cost, surprisingly included for this relatively high income
sub-population, assuming a mean rank similarly close to the
second class.
Student group
The mean ranks of the seven criteria behave similarly
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to those of the engineers. Only two classes can be
divided. Reliability of machine heads the more important
class with availability of application program,
upgradeability of machine and ease of operations as its
members. The remaining three comes together to form the
less important class with good after sales service and
vendor reputation just marginally included in this group.
This means that reliability of machine is almost two ranks
higher than the former,
Teacher group
The range of the mean ranks for this group is the
smallest at 1.2 rank. Sufficient training materials and
user manuals and reliability of machine form the more
important class. The remaining five criteria with mean
ranks clustered together to form the less important class.
Other Selection Criteria
A total of forty-one respondents includes other
criteria in answering the questionnaire. Fourteen of them
give the size of machine as one criterion to be
considered. However, most of them attach an eighth rank to
it. The second most sought after criterion is the outlook
of the machine. Huge memory size constitutes the third
criterion while high resolution graphic capability follows
as the fourth. The remaining includes such features as
durability in the sense of being not easily outdated,
communication ability and user changeable operating system
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software. Generally, fairly low ranks are given to other
selection criteria.
Applications
The number of applications answered by professionals
and business are quite different. On the average 3.27
applications are requested by professionals versus 4.27
applications by the business segment.
The types of applications on personal computers to be
used by professionals and business are also different.
Whereas applications such as games, education and
scientific/engineering head up the list of the professional
sub-sample, application like accounting, word processing and
client records are regarded to be more frequently used in
the business segment. See Table 7 and Exhibit 2 for
complete ranking and comparison between these two
sub-samples.
For individual professionals, Table 8 lists four
applications of highest potential usage for each of them.
Accounting application is the most needed one, as reflected
to be needed by every profession in the table, followed by
games, education, financial modelling, word processing and
scientific/engineering. The percentages of potential user
in each application among the professionals are given in
Table 9 of Appendix A.
Other required applications.not listed in the
questionnaire include data storage and retrievel, computer




RANKING OF APPLICATIONS BY POTENTIAL USAGE
IN DIFFERENT SUB-SAMPLES
Professionals Business Whole SamplefIApplication
Accounting 4 1 4
9Payroll/Personnel 5 9














A COMPARISONOF POTENTIAL USAGE PERCENTAGESOF APPLICATIONS
BETWEEN PROFESSIONALSBUSINESS SUB - SAMPLES
3 8 . 7 %
6 6 . 7 %
ACCOUNTING
1 1 4 . 2 %
4 0 . 0 %
PAYROLL/ PERSONNEL
1 1 5. 0 %
4 0 . 0 %
INVENTORY CONTROL
18 . 1%
4 0 . 0 %
MANUFACTURING/ PRODUCTIONCONTROL
2 8 . 7 %
1 5 3 . 3 %
WORD PROCESSING
3 0 . 4 %
4 3 . 3 %
FINANCIAL MODELLING
4 7 . 4 %
1 6 . 7 %
SCIENTIFIC / ENGINEERING
1 2 4 . 2 %
5 0 . 0 %
CLIENT RECORD
1.63.2%
4 0 . 0 %
GAMES
5 2 . 9 %
2 6 . 7 %
EDUCATION
4 . 2 %
1 0 . 0 %
OTHERS





FOUR APPLICATIONS OF HIGHEST POTENTIAL
























Professionals Sub-sample vs. Business Sub-sample
A comparison of the mean ranks of each desired benefits
between the professional sub-sample and business sub-samples
is illustrated in Exhibit 3.
F, the professionals, self ...evelopment and' ...e
saving jointly head the list as the two most sought after
benefits. Pleasure, cost saving and prestige follow
in descending order desirability at about one rank apart
successively. Other benefit will be discussed separately
at the end of this section.
For business sub-sample, time saving singles itself
out as the most desirable. benefit. It is followed jointly
by cost saving and self development with both lagging
behind by about one rank. Pleasure and entertainment
trails behind by more than one rank to become the fourth
most desirable benefit. The last being prestige lags
further behind by a little less than one rank.
The following Table 10 shows the overall ranks of
desired benefits for the whole sample, the
professionals sub-sample and the business sub-sample.
Professionals Sub-sample
The mean ranks of each desired benefit for each
profession are contained in Table 11 of the Appendix A. The
overall ranking of desired benefit for each profession based
on the mean ranks is tabulated in the following Table 12.
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TABLE1 0
OVERALL RANKING OF DESIRED BENEFITS
E xpected P rofessionals B usiness W hole
B enefit S ub - sample S ub - sample S ample
T ime S aving 2 1 1
S elf D evelopment 1 2 2
P leasure/
E ntertainment 3 4 3
C ost S aving 4 3 4
P restige 5 5 5
EXHBIIT3
A COMPARISONOF MEANS RANKS OF BENEFITSBETWEEN
PROFESSIONALSBUSINESS SUB - SAMPLES
3 . 5 4 3
2 . 5 2 4
COST SAVING
2 . 0 7 5
2 . 4 2 9
SELF - DEVELOPMENT
1 2 . 8 8 4
3 . 8 0 0
PLEASURE AND ENTERTAINMENT
4 . 3 9 7
4 . 6 1 1
PRESTIGE
2 . 0 9 3
1. 6 9 6
TIME SAVING
2 . 9 1 7
1. 500
OTHERS





OVERALL RANKING OF DESIRED BENEFITS BY PROFESSION
D esired
benefits
T ime S aving
S elf D avelopment
P leasnre /
E ntertainment





L awyer P hysician student T eacher
T he ralative ranking for the five desirable benfits
for each profession look very similar . I n order to confirm
this similarly , a fulll analysis on the possible
inter - relationship among professionals of these benefits
will be conducted in C hapter IV on analysis and
interpretationiof findings . IN this section , we will only
concentrate on the frelative importance of these benefits







































Time saving and self development comprise the more
desirable class with similar mean ranks. Pleasure and
entertainment, prestige and cost saving forms the
second class. However, the mean ranks of their constituents
at extreme points between the two classes is only 1.5 apart
in rank.
Computer professional group
Self development, pleasure and entertainment, and
time saving cluster closely in mean rank to form the more
desirable class of benefits. Prestige and cost saving
group together as the less desirable one. Similarly to the
accountant, the two extreme mean ranks are only 1.9 rank
apart.
Engineer group
Engineer seems to be considerably discriminating in
ranking the desired benefits. The five benefits are grouped
into four classes. Self development is ranked as the most
desirable benefit. Time saving and pleasure and
entertainment assume similar mean ranks to become the
second important class. The third desirable class is
occupied by cost saving while prestige trails behind by
about one rank to constitute the last class.
Lawyer group
Lawyer appears to be much non-discriminating in that
they have ranked all except prestige similarly. In other
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words, time saving, self development, pleasure and
entertainment and cost saving are regarded as desirable
benefits of similar importance. Prestige is attached a
mean rank of about two ranks behind the first class.
Physician group
The five benefits can be divided into three classes
according to their mean ranks. Time saving and self
development make up the highest ranked class. Pleasure and
entertainment and cost saving succeed the former as the
second important class. Again, the least desirable benefit
is taken up by prestige which trails behind by 1.5 in
rank.
Student group
This group behaves fairly similar to the physician
group. As a matter of fact, the groupings of benefits are
the same for both profession.
Teacher group
The teacher regard time saving, self development
and pleasure and entertainment as the more desirable class
of benefits. Cost saving and prestige which are
substantially behind by at least 1.3 rank in mean rank
constitute the less important class.
Other Desirable Benefits
Sixteen respondents out of the 389 fill the blank for
other benefit. Six of them named data keeping and
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information storage or the like. Two of them stated
children education. These should more appropriately be
termed as applications rather than benefits.
Other benefits stated include overall accuracy and
improved control which in fact are results of time saving
and cost saving respectively. Generally speaking, no other
valid benefit is suggested by the respondents,
Potential Buyer.
Tables 13 and 14 give the percentages of potential
buyers in coming three years. Generally, business
enterprises (50.0 percent) are more likely personal computer
buyers than professionals (37.4 percent), and all
professionals except students are alike in the likelihood of
purchasing personal computers.
TABLE 13
PERCENTAGES OF POTENTIAL BUYERS









PERCENTAGES OF POTENTIAL BUYERS IN
COMING 3 YEARS BY PROFESSIONS
Ranking Mean Standard Error
of Estimate
Accountant 2 43.8 12.8







Of the five reasons suggested in Question six, reasons
of do not need one and awaiting improved performance
clearly stand out as the most important reasons for not
buying in both sub-samples. The reason of too expensive
is also classified as an important reason by the
professionals but not business enterprises, a result that
would be only too obvious. Other reasons only play an
insignificant role in explaining why people do not buy. See
Exhibit 4 and Table 15 for full details.
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EXHIBIT4
A COMPARISONOF PERCENTAGESOF REASONSFOR NOT BUYING
BETWEEN PROFESSIONALSBUSINESS SUB - SAMPLES
1 8 . 1 %
2 0 . 0 %
NO EXPERTISETO USE
3 6 . 2 %
3 3 . 3 %
AWAITING IMPROVEDPERFORMANCE/ LOWER COST
5 3 . 4 $
3 3 . 3 %
DO NOT NEED ONE
3 3 . 0 %
1 3 . 3 %
TOO EXPENSIVE
7 . 7 %
1 3 . 3 %
POSSESSINGONE ALREADY
2 . 7 %
6 . 7 %
OTHERS




RANKING OF REASONS FOR NOT BUYING







11 1D o not need one






T able 1 6 shows the ranking of reasons for not buying by
professions . T his is derived from the individual percentage
of each reason as detailed in T able 1 7 of A ppendixA .
O ther reasons for not buying include available
computing power in companies worked in and don ' t know what
to buy .
TABLE1 6
RANKING OF REASONS FOR - NOT BUYING BY PROFESSIONS
l
a
t nR easons for
0
r inot buying











1 31 1115D o not need one




B elievingC omputersW ill H ave a M ajor
I nfluenceon O ur D aily L ife in F uture "
I n the professionalgroup , believers of C omputers will
have a major influence on our daily life in future "
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constitutes 87.5 percent of the sub-sample, compared to 96.3
percent of the business group. See Table 18.
TABLE 18
PERCENTAGES OF RESPONDENTS BELIEVING
COMPUTERS WILL HAVE A MAJOR INFLUENCE






Table 1 9 gives the different percentages for each
individual group of professionals. Lawyers have 100 percent
belief, although its dependeability is highly refutable on
the basis of small sub-sample size. Other professionals
such as students, computer professionals, physicians,
engineers and accountants follow lawyers closely. Teachers
have a relatively low rate: only 56.8 percent believe so.
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TABLE 19
PERCENTAGES OF RESPONDENTS BELIEVING COMPUTERS
WILL HAVE A MAJOR INFLUENCE ON OUR DAILY
LIFE IN FUTURE BY PROFESSIONS
Standard ErrorMeanProfession IRanking
11.46 78.6Accountant






* Standard error of estimate cannot be calculated due to low
response rate.
Buyer vs Non-Buyer
In estimating the effects on selection criteria,
applications and desired benefits by the decision of to-buy
or not-to-buy as answered in question six, some statistical
analysis using Chi-square tests has been carried out. It is
found out that buyers and non-buyers are generally
homogeneous in their answers to selection criteria,
applications and desired benefits, as illustrated in greater
depth in the following.
Selection Criteria
Exhibit 5 shows the mean ranks of selection criteria
between buyers and non-buyers. The biggest difference is in
ease of operations, with a difference of 0.462. Further
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EXHIBIT5
A COMPARISONOF MEAN RANKS OF SELECTIONCRITERIA
BETWEENBUYERSNON - BUYERS
4 . 5 0 4
4 . 7 6 8
GOOD AFTER SALES SERVICE AND VENDOR REPUTATION
3 . 9 1 4
3 . 9 9 1
SUFFICIENT TRAINING MATERIALS AND USER MANUALS
3 . 9 3 6
4 . 0 4 9
AVAILABILITYOF APPLICATIONPROGRAM
4 . 0 7 9
4. 4 3 2
UPGRADEABILITYOF MACHINE
4 . 1 7 1
4 . 1 8 1
LOW COST
4 . 2 2 3
3 . 7 6 1
EASE OF OPERATIONS
3. 1 9 4
2. 9 4 2
RELIABILITYOF MACHINE







analysis as shown in Table 20 of Appendix A shows that the
selection criteria are independent of buy or no-buy
decision.
Applications
As revealed in Exhibit 6, the two applications of
scientific/engineering and games have quite diffent usage
percentages between the buyers and non-buyer group. The
differences are close to 16 percent in both applications.
This is further confirmed by Table 21 of Appendix A showing
all applications except the above two are independent of
buyer and non-buyer groups. However, because scientific/
engineering application is never an important one (Table 7)
and there are ten applications in total, we can conclude
that in general responses to applications from the buyer and
non-buyer groups are homogeneous.
Desired Benefits
Both buyers and non-buyers see no major difference in
the desired benefits. In pleasure and entertainment where
the difference is largest, it is only 0.320 in mean rank.
Chi-square test shows that the relative importance of
desired benefits are the same in the eyes of buyers and




A COMPARISON OF POTENTIAL USAGE PERCENTAGES






































A COMPARISON OF MEAN RANKS OF BENEFITS
























ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
In this chapter, we will deal with the estimation of
market potential in the coming three years of our target
population. We will also identify the difference among the
sub-populations in their attitudes towards selection
criteria, application areas, desired benefits, reasons for
not buying and their believes in the influence of computers
on their daily lives.
Estimation of Market Potential
Estimation Guidelines
The estimation method adopted for each sub-group will
be governed by the questionnaire distribution methods and
the homogeneity of the sub-groups in buying potential.
Direct distribution group
For the computer professional, engineer, physician,
student and teacher sub-groups, we have used direct
distribution where a nearly 100 percent response rate is
guaranteed. This approaches very much that of a simple
random sample and hence the potential market can be
estimated fairly easily by the following formula using the
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sample estimate of proportions.
Number of potential= Sample estimate of proportion
buyer of potential buyer
population size.
Confidence limits at 95 percent significance level will
be used to estimate the range of market potential by the
following formula.
Range of number of potential Number of potential
buyer at 95% confidence level buyer+ 1.96 x
standard error of estimate
population size.
As mentioned in the section on sample size of Chapter
II, the standard error of estimate will decrease with the
increase of sample size. In order to obtain a more precise
estimate, we will group the five professionals together to
obtain a larger sample size, thus reducing the standard
error of estimate. However, this would only be possible if
the five professionals have similar desire in buying. A
test of independence between proportion of buyer and the
five professionals is carried out. The result suggests
thatthe test should be rejected at 95 percent confidence
level. In other words, the five professionals are not
homogeneous in this respect. The result of this test is
contained in Appendix C.
A closer examination of Appendix C suggests that the
major deviation is contributed by the student group. In
this case, another test of independence is carried out by
excluding the student group. From this test the remaining
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four professionals show a strong similarity in their buying
desire. The test result is shown in Appendix D.
For this reason, the student group is estimated alone
as an independent segment but the other four will be
estimated as one group.
Mail questionnaire method
Because of the low response rates of the business
sub-sample, the lawyer and the accountant groups, a true
estimate will be difficult. We are not sure that the
non-respondents really have no interest in personal
computers and hence could fairly be assumed to have had
answered no to the question on buying potential. There is
also the possibility that those non-respondents are only not
interested in answering questionnaire but might still buy a
personal computer. In order to eliminate any possibly
biased subjective judgment on our part, we will only adopt a
conservative estimation for these groups of population. The
same formula for the other groups will still be used here,
however, it will be corrected by the response rate factor.
Hence, the new formula will be:




The multiplication by response rate has the equivalence
of assuming all non respondents as non potential buyer. The
response rate for these three sub-groups can be obtained
from Table 3 of Appendix A. No confidence limits at 95
percent significance level will be carried out because the
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confidence limits thus estimated are only of a small
magnitude of a few tens and our estimate is already highly
conservative.
Estimated Number of Potential Buyer
in the Coming Three years
Table 23 gives the mean number of potential buyer in
the coming three years. Assuming each buyer will purchase
one personal computer, a total of 9,684 units will be sold
in the next three years. At 95 percent confidence level,
the number will range from 7,528 to 11,840. Derivation of
the figures can be found in Appendix E.
We incline to believe that the actual number of
personal computers sold will be higher for two reasons.
Firstly, we have used a very conservative estimation on the
accountant, lawyer and business sub-populations due to
limitation imposed by the distribution method. Secondly,
some of the business buyers might purchase more than one
unit. We have deliberately excluded a question on the
number of units to be purchased because we doubt the
reliability of the answer that would have been collected.
We believe business entrepreneurs can say with high degree
of precision whether they will buy personal computers, but a
decision on number of units can only be made after a
detailed study of requirements of the company.
The mean number of potential student buyer is slightly
suspectible from a financial point of view. We are talking
about personal computer with a price tag of HK$6,000
minimum. This would mean two months of their likely average
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starting salary. We consider this proportion is slightly
too high for them to afford and hence incline to believe
that the actual figure will be close to the lower limit.
Nevertheless, with our conservative estimation on the
accountant, lawyer and business sub-populations and the
multiple unit buyers, we still think that the actual units
to be sold will lie between the mean and the upper limit.
TABLE 23
NUMBER OF POTENTIAL BUYER IN THE COMING THREE YEARS













* No confidence limit is estimated, hence, the mean is used
throughout.
The Hidden Market Potential
We have further analysed the reasons for not buying and
found out that out of the 239 non potential buyers, ninety
three of them has stated a combination of reasons of (i) no
expertise to use (ii) awaiting improved performance at
lower cost and (iii) too expensive other than (i) no
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need for one (ii) possess one already and (iii) other
reasons. The ninety three respondents, i.e. 38.9 percent
of non potential buyers or 23.9 percent of total respondents
can be turned into buyers if such reasons for not buying can
be removed.
Nineteen of all respondents give already possess one
as the reason of not buying. This represents 4.9 percent of
the total and is only a small percentage as compared with
the mean proportion of potential buyer 38.4 percent. In
other words, the personal computer market in Hong Kong is
far from saturation.
Attitudes towards Selection Criteria
Professionals vs Business
Test of independence on every selection criterion
between the professionals sub-sample and business sub-sample
is carried out. A significance level of 95 percent
is employed whenever a test of independence is used. The
results are tabulated in Table 24 of Appendix A. The two
groups are very similar in all criteria except low cost.
Business enterprise will not concern too much about cost in
that magnitude. Further analysis of the test reveals that
the distribution of ranks for low cost by the business
sub-sample is tri-modal and differs from the professionals'
fairly uniform distribution. In other words, the business
sub-sample is divided into three distinct groups which give
high, medium and low ranks to low cost. We suspect that




Tests of indpendence on every selection criterion among
professionals are carried out. The results are tabulated in
Table 23 of Appendix A. Significance differences in
attitudes towards good after sales service and vendor
reputation, availability of application program, ease of
operations and reliability of machine are detected.
Discussions on each of them are presented below.
Good after sales service
and vendor reputation
A study of the test of independence on this criterion
suggests that the lawyer group might be the cause of
disturbance. Hence, a test of independence on all
professionals except lawyer is carried out. The result of
this test is shown in computer printout in the Appendix F.
This time, homogeneity of attitude towards this criterion is
accepted. Therefore, we can ascertain that all
professionals except lawyers have similar attitudes towards
this criterion. The lawyer, on the contrary, has attached
an higher overall rank of two to this criterion which is not
parallelled by any other professionals. The low response




A close look at the result of the test of independence
suggests that the disturbance may be due to the attitude
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difference of computer professionals, lawyers and
physicians. These three groups give a fairly low overall
rank to this criterion. Another test of independence is
carried out excluding the three and the result as shown in
the computer printout in the Appendix G.. confirms
positively. For the computer professionals, it is fairly
easy for them to program the computer that they should show
little aesirabiiity of this criterion. However, it is
difficult to ascertain the reasons for the lawyer and the
physician but can only suspect that they might overlook the
fact that computer cannot work without programs.
Ease of operations
Further analysis of the test of independence suggests
that the disagreement may be due to the relative higher
overall ranks given by the accountant, lawyer and
physician. A test of hypothesis excluding the three is
performed and the result is positive (refer computer
printout in the Appendix H). This might be that these
groups are unlikely to have the use of any computer or
similar equipment in their course of training or working
that they will only feel comfortable with an easy-to-operate
machine. From another angle, we can say that people still
consider the computer as a complicated machine
operation-wise.
Reliability of machine
All professionals, except the accountant, rank
reliability of machine as the most important criterion. The
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accountant gives an overall rank of four to this criterion.
A test of independence is conducted with accountants
excluded. The computer printout is shown in Appendix I and
confirms the difference. It is difficult to explain why the
accountant attaches a lower rank to this criterion. We can




Tests of independence on the proportion of potential
usage of every application area are conducted between
professionals and business sub-samples. All applications
except financial modelling show a significant difference on
the percentage of usage. This should be very obvious,, The
percentage of people who would use financial modelling
amounts to about one-third of all respondents. There is no
difference among the two groups simply because the
individual is as concerned as business enterpreneur in
financial planning.
Among Professionals
Tests of independence on the percentage of potential
user on every application area are conducted among
professionals. Again, all except payroll and inventory
control application show significance differences for
obvious reasons (Refer Table 25 of Appendix A). The two
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have no difference as all professionals unanimously indicate
very little interest in these two areas.
Attitudes towards Desired Benefits
Professionals vs Business
Of the five desired benefits enlisted in the
questionnaire, cost saving and pleasure are the two
found with significant differences between professionals and
business enterprises. (See Table 26 of Appendix A). The
mean ranks between these two sub-samples differ by around
one unit in both benefits, a rather significant difference.
It is understandable that business entrepreneurs would not
look for pleasure from the personal computer and should be
more cost cautious.
Among the Professionals
When the significance tests are conducted among the
professionals, only self development is found to be
homogeneous among the different professionals as shown in
Table 26 of Appendix A. A closer look at the supporting
computer printouts will throw light on the potential
heterogeneous professional attitudes on each desired
benefit. Following by a series of computer exercises, the
heterogeneity among professions are confirmed and/or
rejected. Computer output exhibits are attached in the
Appendices J and K.
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Prestige
It is found out that by excluding the accountants and
computer professionals, whose mean ranks are higher than the
rest by around one unit (Table 11), the test of independence
confirms the rest-of the groups are homogeneous in this
benefit element. (Refer Appendix J). Accountants give very
high regard to the prestige derived from personal computer,
for no accountable reason in our opinion. Computer
professionals give also a relatively high rating. A
possible reason is that they know other benefits cannot be
easily derived and accordingly the ratings for these
benefits are lower.
Cost saving
Lawyers and computer professionals attach mean ranks
respectively higher and lower than the other
professionals. However, the exclusion of these two
professionals from the Chi-square test still cannot confirm
the homogeneity of attitude towards this desired benefit
among the other professionals. Closer examination of the
data reveals no conclusive answer except that all
professionas have somewhat diversed attitudes towards cost
saving.
Pleasure and entertainment
Computer professionals expect more pleasure and
entertainment from possessing personal computer than the
average professionals while students think opposite. Test
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of independence using Chi-square on the other professionals
is rejected at 95 percent confidence level.
Further analysis of the data gets us nowhere, except
that no homogeneity exists among the various professionals
towards this desired benefit.
Time saving
Computer professionals and engineers need to be pulled
out to ensure homogeneity among others. All others attach
mean ranks of more than half rank higher than the two
professions. The result of the Chi-square test is exhibited
in Appendix M.
Reasons for Not Buying
Professionals vs Business
The views of professionals and business sub-samples are
similar towards the reasons for not buying. As shown in
Table 27 of Appendix A, all independence tests show that the
reasons do not depend on whether the respondent group is
professional or business. This has important bearings in
marketing of personal computers for we can treat non-buyers
are homogeneous in their reasons for not buying.
Among the Professionals
When looking at the individual professionals, only two
.reasons cause rejection of hypothesis that the specific
reason under testing is independent of the professions.
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Similar to the foregoing method of analysis, the potential
professional(s) causing heterogeneity are pulled out in the
subsequent independence test. Results of the test are
tabulated in Table 27 of Appendix A.
No expertise
Computer professionals, engineers, and lawyers have
views different from the rest. None of the computer
professionals answered yes. Engineers follow similarly
for more or less the same reason. The sample size of the
lawyer sub-group is too small and this will definitely
jeopardise the validity of their claims. (Refer computer
printer in Appendix N)
No need
Accountants and teachers are different as confirmed by
the test of independence as shown in the Appendix 0. No
accountable reason can be found.
Believing Computers will have Major
Influence in Daily Life
As shown in Appendix P, professional and business
groups are unanimous in their believes that computers will
have a major influence on their daily lives. Even when
individual professionals are tested, they yield the same
conclusion.





Interviews with the following two representatives from
Commodore Electronics (HK) Ltd. and Teltec Electronic
Systems Ltd. have been carried out with results as follows.
The two representatives are:
Mr. John Wu, General Manager, Computer Systems
Division, Commodore Electronics
(HK) Ltd.,
Mrs. Hayley Lau, Software Manager, Teltec
Electronic Systems Ltd.
Interview with Mr. John Wu
Mr. Wu has a different definition of personal
computers, mainly because of the capability of COMMODORE to
provide quite a wide range of equipment. His idea of
personal computers can be extended on the low end to one not
necessarily associated with a visual display unit, provided
it is equipped with the necessary interface for attachment
to home TV, and the price for such a typical unit is as low
as HK$2,000. However, for the purpose of our study, he




Teltec Electronic Systems Ltd. introduced the first
personal computer to the market of Hong Kong in 1977. Eve:
since then other vendors such as Apple, Atari, Commodore,
Texas Instrument, etc. came to Hong Kong in one way or
another. Today there are over 30 different vendors all
competing in Hong Kong.
Over the preceding five years, Mr. Wu estimated there
are over 5,000 units of personal computers installed
locally. They are sold to two markets, the hobbyists and
the business. However, it is difficult to ascertain how
many were sold to each market,
Market Potential in Coming Three Years
Mr. Wu estimated the market potential by estimating the
dollar turnover of each major personal computer supplier.
Currently, there are four major suppliers each having almost
same sales turnovers. They are Apple, Atari, Commodore and
Radio Shack which together are expected to sell HK$16
million in 1982. The other suppliers such as Texas
Instrument, SORD, CADO, NEC, Ohio Scientific, Sharp,
National, etc. will be able to sell HK$9,000,000. In other
words, for 1982, total sales are expected to reach HK$25
million. Assuming a compounded growth rate of 30 percent,
the total potential for the coming three years is close to
HK$100 million.
As to the market potential in terms of units, Mr. Wu
mentioned roughly the same proportion of machines will be
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sold to each market. A typical unit sold to the hobbyist
costs HK$8,000 and to the business costs HK$20,000.
Consequently, it can be deduced that total market potential
is 7,200 units for the three years period.
Selection Criteria
When Mr. Wu was asked to give his opinion on the
relative importance of the selection criteria listed on the
questionnaire, he addressed the issue in the two markets
separately. For the hobbyist market, he suggested criteria
of low cost, product features and program library
availability to be equally important. On the topic of
product features, for example, customers are more likely to
buy computers with colour display than those without, other
things being equal. Good after sales service is not
important at all, as he said customers can afford to dispose
of the unit anytime. When being asked if reliability of
machine is important, Mr. Wu mentioned it may be important
but customers can only acquire this knowledge from friends
who have experience. The other criteria such as training
materials/user manuals, machine upgradeability and ease of
operations are less important.
For the business market, the most important criteria
are program library availability, good after sales service
and machine upgradeability. As the investment of HK$20,000
is seldom a constraint for companies, the factor of low
cost will not play any role in the selection process by
the business segment. Service becomes important now as
operations of companies may be affected by prolonged machine
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breakdowns. Other factors like training materials/user
manuals, ease of operations and reliability of machines are
of secondary importance only.
Benefits
His preference of benefits are: self-development
first, followed by entertainment/pleasure, prestige and
savings in cost and time, in that order. But he also
remarked that he does not feel the above benefits are all
that important. He may consider buying a video/audio
equipment before possessing a personal computer himself.
Interview with Mrs. Hayley Lau
In our earlier telephone discussion with Mrs. Lau, we
defined the information we tried to obtain from her, so that
she was well prepared for the interview. We re-capitulated
our definition of personal computers before the interview
and she agreed to our definition of personal computers,
Current Market Situation
Mrs. Lau also came up with a figure of some 5,000 units
of personal computers being installed in Hong Kong.
Although Teltec started selling personal computers in 1977,
the market was not really prepared for it until two years
later, when the price had come down significantly. Today,
she found harder and harder division between personal and
-mini-computers, as the capabilities have overlapped quite a
bit. She imagined that a few years from now the
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mini-computer market in Hong Kong would be taken up,
partially at least, by personal computers.
Market Potential in Coming Three Years
Mrs. Lau estimated there will be over 8,000 units of
personal computer to be sold out in the coming three years
in the local market. And according to her opinion, seventy
percent of the sales will come from the business segment,
although a lot of such business buyers are owners of small
companies who also use the personal computers for their
personal applications.
Mrs. Lau's estimate of the market potential is based on
her estimate of annual growth rate of thirty percent, which
means the market in the next three years will almost double
the market in the past three years.
Selection Criteria
Mrs. Lau mentioned the importance of after sales
service, and admitted this may be overlooked when customers
buy their first computers. With the emergence of similar
product offers in terms of both hardware and software, she
maintained that vendors with good after sales service will
stand better chances of winning the customers.
In addition to service, she also brought up the factors
of software features and peripheral compatability as
important criteria, which are not listed in our
questionnaire. On reliability of machine, she did not
agree to the degree of importance as found out in our
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survey, as she maintained that good after sales service
should be the real issue, since personal computers nowadays
are more or less equally reliable.
Benefits
She considered time saving and self development to
be the most relevant benefits for acquisition of personal
computers. She explained that the benefit of time-saving
is realistic as the speed and data storage of personal
computers will enable a faster operation in computations and
data retrieval than human process. Pleasure and
entertainment is also important. However, she would rule






The study concludes that a sizeable market for personal
computers exists in Hong Kong. Even our conservative
estimation indicates that some nine thousand units could be
sold in the next three years. With an average selling price
of about HK$13,000 per unit, this means a promising business
potential of some HK$117 million in monetary terms.
Besides, a hidden market also exists as 38.9 percent of the
non-buyer group have reasons that can be removed
eventually. These reasons include awaiting to get a
personal computer with improved performance at lower cost
and/or one requiring no expertise to use. The market of
personal computer is far from saturation as few persons
possess one already.
Business Segment
For business entrepreneurs, the highest regard goes to
reliability of machine in selecting the personal
computer. The second set of important criteria includes
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"availability of application program and ease of
operations. After these three, the Hong Kong businessmen
then look for sufficient training materials and user
manuals, low cost and upgradeability of machine of very
similar importance.
Finally, they consider that good after sale service
and vendor reputation is only of minor importance as a
selection criterion.
These business enterpreneurs find most application in
accounting, word processing, record keeping and financial
modelling. Considerable usage is also envisaged in
payroll/personnel, inventory control, manufacturing/
production control and surprisingly, games. An average of
four applications is looked for by business enterpreneurs.
Time saving is chosen as the most desirable benefit
to be expected from the use of personal computer by the
business community. This is followed by self development
and cost saving.
Professional Segment
The professionals as a whole has very similar attitudes
toward selection criteria as the business entrepreneurs.
The only difference exists in the relative importance of
availability of application program and sufficient
training material and user manuals. The order of
importance for these two is reversed for the professionals
though both of them are of comparable importance.
The professionals have different opinions on
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application areas. Unlike the business entrepreneurs,
professionals find major usage in playing games, educational
and scientific/engineering applications. The professionals
also find some applications in accounting, financial
modelling, word processing and record keeping. Other
applications are not important. The professionals normally
require about three applications.
The professional groups views the importance of desired
benefits differently. Self development is considered the
most important benefit in place of time saving. Besides,
the professionals are also expecting greater pleasure than
cost saving from the personal computers.
Among Professionals
The professionals were found not entirely unanimous on
above. Some variations in the relative importance of
selection criteria exist among the professionals. The most
notable difference is the accountants who rank ease of
operations as the most important in place of the generally
accepted reliability of machine. The computer
professionals do not regard availability of application
program as important an criterion as the other
professionals do. Otherwise, there is not much difference
among the professionals.
Areas of application are different for the various
professionals, however, most of them are looking for
accounting, games and education. Accountants and computer
professionals also anticipate considerable usage in word
processing while lawyers and physicians think of keeping
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client records. Engineers and teachers find much usage in
scientific/engineering applications.
Only minor variation in the expectation on desired
benefit is found for the various professionals. Computer
professionals are the only one who consider pleasure and




In view of the sizeable market potential, it is
recommendable for any marketers to enter into the personal
computer market. The first step would be to look for the
product- a personal computer currently not being marketed
in Hong Kong. This product needs not be of well known brand
and should ideally match the selection criteria as found out
in our study. Its suitability in the various potential
application areas should also be assessed. Once an
appropriate product is found, as a further step, a product
placement study, in particular, its competitiveness,against
existing products, should be conducted prior to the actual
launching. This study can be based on survey findings
established in the more developed market, like what Datapro
Research Corporation carries out annually. Another
possible way is to seek the opinions of experts who have
experience on the various products.
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Market Segmentations
The market segmentation within the professional
sub-population by professions does not really apply due to
the very similar findings with regard to their selection
criteria and desired benefits. Different requirements of
applications are readily conceivable. Owing to the low
response rate, market segmentation of the business
sub-population according to business natures or firm sizes
cannot be determined.
But even when the two sub-populations are compared,
their similar attitudes towards selection criteria will
challenge the wisdom of market segmentation. Furthermore,
it is complicated by the absence of information on where the
bigger potential lies, due to the inherent problem of mail
questionnaires, despite the facts that the business
sub-population far out-numbers the professional
sub-population and gets a higher percentage of buyer from
the sample. It may well be more beneficial to direct all
marketing efforts to both sub-population as one homogeneous
group to the extent as far as possible,
Marketing Mix
To complement the product selected for launching,
necessary applications must be available. In the case that
some required applications are absent, every effort must be
attempted to develop them, for they form part of the product
offered to the customers.
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Since the selection criterion of low cost is not an
absolute requirement, given other criteria, and cost
saving is not an important benefit desired, pricing of the
product can be flexible and in accordance with the. product
ratings on other criteria.
Also because the common benefits for buying personal
computers are self development and time saving, advertising
and promotion should address these two areas in greater
depth. Specifically, it will be helpful to illustrate how
these two benefits can be derived from the selected product
in the local environment.
Lastly, the unimportance of service criterion does
not warrant a big set-up of the service organisation,
contrary to the marketing of other computers. It will not




ANALYSIS OF NUMBER OF QUESTIONNAIRE SENT, RECEIVED,































Engineer Lawyer Physician Student Teacher

















Mean rank obtained for other criteria as spectfied is only a numerical average, it does not
bear any relative importance to the above seven criteria
5 4.750 4 4.447 7 4.9 2 3.200 5 4.340 7 4.979
7 4.444
3 4.063
3 3.816 4 4.0 4 4.200 4 4.296 5 4.138 2 3.342
2 2.625 7 5.053 2 3.817 6 5.600 7 4.717 2 3.638 3 3.890
































PERCENTAGE OF POTENTIAL USAGE ON EACH APPLICATION BY PROFESSION
Camputer
Accountant Professional Engineer Lawyer Physician Student Teacher
Selection Criteria
Accounting 1 81.3 4 40.9 4 30.6 2 60 3 43.6 2 48.5 4 17.9
Payroll/Personnel 6 18.8 7 15.9 8 6.5 5 40 8 14.5 9 19.2 8 10.3
Inventory control 9 6.3 7 15.9 8 6.5 7 20 8 14.5 8 20.2 6 16.7
Manufacturing/
Production control 6 18.8 10 6.8 8 6.5 9 0 10 3.6 10 16.2 10 1.3
Word processing 3 62.5 2 56.8 5 29.0 1 100 7 18.2 7 21.2 4 17.9
Financial modelling 1 81.3 5 27.3 6 27.4 7 20 4 40.0 4 38.4 9 7.7
Scientific/Engineering 9 6.3 9 13.6 1 80.6 9 0 5 38.2 4 38.4 2 69.2
Client record 8 12.5 6 18.2 7 16.1 2 60 2 52.7 6 26.3 7 11.5
Games 3 62.5 1 84.1 2 69.4 5 40 1 54.5 1 54.5 3 65.4
Education 5 56.3 3 52.3 3 38.7 2 60 5 38.2 3 46.5 1 82.1







A COMPARISON OF MEAN RANKS OF DESIRED BENEFITS BY PROFESSION
Computer




5 3.688 5 4.171 4 3.673 3 2.750 4 3.115 3 3.283 4 3.836
Self-development 2 2.313 1 2.286 1 1.764 1 2.000 2 2.235 2 2.172
1 1.910
Entertainment/Pleasure 3 2.933 2 2.343 3 2.648 3 2.750 3 3.059
4 3.348 3 2.582
Prestige 4 3.643 4 3.735 5 4.463 5 4.667 5 4.673 5 4.517 5 4.468
Time saving 1 2.188 3 2.667 2 2.582 1 2.000 1 1.885 1 1.717 2 2.045
Others, as specified* 0 2.333
3.800 0 2.500 2.000 0
Key:- Overall ranking
Mean Rank
Mean rank obtained for other benefits as specified is only a numerical average, it does





REASONS FOR NOT-BUYING BY PROFESSION
Computer
Accountant professional Engineer Lawyer Physician Student Teacher
Reasons for not-buying
# $ # $ # $ # $ # $ # $ #
No expertise to use 1 33.3- 0 5 8.6- 0 2 31.0 3 27.4 4 10.9
Await improved
performance/
lower cost .1 33.3 2 38.5 2 45,7 2 33.3 2 31.0 3 27.4 1 45.7
Do not need one 5 11.1 1 65.4 1 48.6 1 66.7 1 51.7 1 68.5 3 34.8
Too expensive 1 33.3 3 19.2 3 25.7- 0 4 27.6 2 41.1 2 39.1
Possess one already 4 22.2 4 11.5 4 11.4- 0 5 3.4 5 4.1 5 8.7
Others, as specified- 11.1- 0- 8.6- 0- 0- 1.4- 2.1
Key:
#= Overall rank




RESULTS OF CHI-SQUARE TESTS ON SELECTION
CRITERIA WITH BUYER/NON-BUYER
Selection Criteria X2 SIG. Ho
Good after sales service 5.32584 0.6203 A
and vendor reputation
Sufficient training materials




(adding further functions) 8.32659 0.3047 A
4.84601Low cost 0.6787 A
Ease of operations 9.20978 0.2379 A
Reliability of machine 3.66905 0.7214 A
Key:
= Chi-square value calculatedX2
SIG= Significance level calculated
= Chi-square test at 95% confidence level ofHo
the hypothesis that no relationship exists
between selection criterion ranking and
buyer/non buyer type
= Ho acceptedA
R = Ho rejected
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RESULTS OF CHI-SQUARE TESTS ON PERCENTAGE OF USAGE
















Chi-square test at 95% confidence level ofHo
the hypothesis that no relationship exists
between percentage of usage on each






RESULTS OF CHI - SQUARE TEST ON DESIRED
BENEFITSWITH BUYER / NON - BUYER
D esired benefits X 2 SIG . H p
C ost saving 1 . 1 0 4 4 2 0 . 9 5 3 7 A
S elf - development 8 . 5 7 5 9 7 0 . 0 7 2 6 A
E ntertainment/ P leasure 9 . 4 4 1 5 0 0 . 0 9 2 7 A
P restige 4 . 8 6 1 7 4 0 . 4 3 3 0 A
T ime saving 6 . 0 3 9 3 7 0 . 3 0 2 4 A
K ey :
= C hi - square value calculatedX 2
SIG . = S ignificance level calculated
H o = C hi - square test at 9 5 % confidencelevel of the
hypothesis that no relationship exists between
the desired benefits ranking and buyer / non buyer
type
A = H o accepted
R = H o rejected
83APPENDIX A
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X2 HoSIG. X2 HoSIG.
R66.592 09 0.0092A4.06277 0.7725Good after sales service
and vendor reputation
Sufficient training materials




A55.95741 0.0733A2.95043 0.8895(adding further functions)
A43.99863 0.1690R18.74062 0.0090Low cost
R67.81622 0.0070A7.21842 0.4065Ease of operations
R70.76965 0.0005A2.92006 0.8188Reliability of machine
Key:
= Chi-square value calculatedX2
= Significance level calculatedSIG,
Chi-square test at 95% confidence level of the hypothesis that noHo







RESULTS OF CHI - SQUARE TESTS ON PERCENTAGESOF
USAGE ON EACH APPLICATIONWITH
PROFESSIONALS
P rofessionals A mong
P rofessionalsV s B usiness
A pplications
HoX 2 SIG. X 2 HoSIG.
R3 3 . 6 6 5 9 7 0 . 0R7 . 8 2 9 2 4 0 . 0 0 5 1A ccounting
9 . 1 8 6 8 2 0 . 1 6 3 3 AR1 1 . 7 3 7 9 6 0 . 0 0 0 6P ayroll / P ersonnel
A6 . 9 0 4 5 2 0 . 3 2 9 8R1 0 . 5 3 4 3 0 0 . 0 0 1 2I nventory control
M anufacturing/ P roduction
R1 8 . 2 3 3 1 8 0 . 0 0 5 7R2 6 . 6 3 1 6 7 0 . 0control
R4 8 , 4 5 9 2 0 0 . 0R6 . 8 0 0 1 2 0 . 0 0 9 1W ord processing
R4 4 . 6 9 0 7 3 0 . 0A1 . 6 0 3 3 7 0 . 2 0 5 4F inancial modelling
R8 2 . 9 9 4 4 3 0 . 0R9 . 3 3 1 2 9 0 . 0 0 2 3S cientific / E ngineering
R3 9 . 1 6 7 1 6 0 . 0R8 . 2 1 5 9 8 0 . 0 0 4 2C lient record
R1 5 . 5 5 1 9 7 0 . 0 1 6 4R5 . 3 6 4 4 8 0 . 0 2 0 6G ames
R3 8 . 2 2 3 5 0 0 . 0R6 . 6 2 3 7 2 0 . 0 1 0 1E ducation
K ey:
C hi - square value calculated
X 2
S ignificance level calculatedSIG.
C hi - square test at 9 5 % confidencelevel of the hypothesisthat noH o
relationship exists between percentage of usage on each
application and professional type
A H o accepted









H0X2 SIG. HoX2 SIG,
R71.75887 0.0R23.11858 0.0003Cost saving
A27.85777 0.26616.57665 0.1600 .ASelf-development
R49.61784 0.0136R14.46876 0.0129Entertainment/Pleasure
R63.22369 0.0004A3.77021 0.5830Prestige





= Chi-square test at 95% confidence level of the hypothesis that no
Ho







RESULTSOF CHI - SQUARE TESTS ON REASONSFOR NOT -
BUYING WITH PROFESSIONALS
P rofessionals A mong
V s B usiness P rofessionals
R easonsfor not - buying
2
x 2 SIG. Ho X 2 SIG. Ho
0 . 0 1 . 0N o expertiseto use A 1 9 . 1 1 3 8 0 0 . 0 0 4 0 R
A wait improved performances
0 . 0 1 . 0 A 6 . 0 3 5 8 8 0 . 4 1 9 2lower cost A
2 1 . 6 3 1 0 7 0 . 0 0 1 41 . 5 3 2 5 7 0 . 2 1 5 7 A RD o not need one
7 . 8 7 4 2 5 0 . 2 4 7 5A1 . 6 8 7 5 2 0 . 1 9 3 9 AT oo expensive
A 6 . 2 7 6 1 7 0 . 3 9 3 0 A0 . 0 8 2 2 1 0 . 7 7 4 3P ossess one already
K ey:
C hi - square value calculatedX 2
S ignificance level calculatedSIG.
= C hi - square test at 9 5 % confidencelevel of the hypothesisthat noH o
relationshipexists between the proportionsof reasons for not -
buying and professional type
A H o accepted
R H o rejected
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APPENDIX B- QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 1
THE CHINESEUNIVERSITYOF HONGKONG 香 港 中 文 大 學
三 年 制 工 商 管 理 碩 士 課 程Three-YearMBAProgramme
Dear Sir/Madam,
The advent of modern technology has brought about a lot of changes to our daily
life. A recent example is the personal computer which usually composes of a
video display station, a keyboard, a cassette/diskette for data storage and,
as an option, a printer. Typically, such a personal computer sells for
HK$6,000-20,000 depending on capability. And new models with improved
performance and lower cost are being continually announced.
In an attempt to understand your attitude as a professional/entrepreneur towards
personal computers, we have designed the following questionnaire for your kind
completion. We believe the questionnaire is straight forward and will take no
more than 5 minutes of your time.
We are prepared to share our findings with you by sending you a summary of our
result if you are interested (refer question 8).
Upon completion, please return the questionnaire to G.P.O. Box 2108 by the reply
paid envelope enclosed.





1. Suppose you are going to buy a personal computer (as defined above), what
features will you look for? Please rank the followings in descending order
of importance:-
(1: most important 8: least important)
Good after sales service and vendor reputation
Sufficient training materials and user manuals
Availiability of application program








APPENDIX B - QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 1
2. Suppose you have a personal computer, what sort of application(s) would you





Others, please specifyWord Processing
Financial modelling
3. What benefits do you expect from the personal computer? Please rank the
followings in descending order of importance:-







4. Will you buy a personal computer in the next 3 years?
NoYes
If YES, please go to Question 6.
5. Please tick the reason(s) for not buying.
Possess one alreadyAwait improved performance, No expertise to uselower cost
Others, please specifyToo expensive
Do not need one
6. Do you believe that computer will have a major influence on our daily life
in future?
NoYes
7. a) Please tick the type of business which your company are engaging:-
ManufacturingFinance
Real EstateGeneral Trading Others, please specifyInsurance
7_ h) Please tick the appropriate size of your company:
50-99 persons1-9 persons
100-19910-19 200 or over20-49
8. Thank you for your valuable response, please fill out the below if you would





APPENDIX B - QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 2
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONGKONG 香 港 中 文 大 學
三 年 制 工 商 管 理 碩 士 課 程Three-Year MBAProgramme
Dear Sir/Madam,
The advent of modern technology has brought about a lot of changes to our daily
life. A recent example is the personal computer which usually composes of a
video display station, a keyboard, a cassette/diskette for data storage and,
as an option, a printer. Typically, such a personal computer sells for
HK$6,000-20,000 depending on capability. And new models with improved
performance and lower cost are being continually announced.
In an attempt to understand your attitude as a professional/entrepreneur towards
personal computers, we have designed the following questionnaire for your kind
completion. We believe the questionnaire is straight forward and will take no
more than 5 minutes of your time.
We are prepared to share our findings with you by sending you a summary of our
result if you are interested (refer question 8).
Upon completion, please return the questionnaire to G.P.O. Box 2108 by the reply
paid envelope enclosed.
Thank you for your assistance upon which the success of this study relies.
Yours faithfully,
Gheung Kam-to Lawrence Yee
J.J. Day, Jr.
QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Suppose you are going to buy a personal computer (as defined above), what
features will you look for? Please rank the followings in descending order
of importance:-
(1: most important 8: least important)
Ease of operations
Reliability of machine
Good after sales service and vendor reputation
Sufficient training materials and user manuals
Availiability of application program






APPENDIX B- QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 2
2. Suppose you have a personal computer, what sort of application(s) would you







3. What benefits do you expect from the personal computer? Please rank the
followings in descending order of importance:-







4. Will You buy a personal computer in the next 3 years?
NoYes
If YES, please go to Question 6.
5. Please tick the reason(s) for not buying.
Await improved performance/Do not need one
lower costPossess one already
Too expensiveNo expertise to use Others, please specify
6. Do you believe that computer will have a major influence on our daily life
in future?
NoYes
7.a) Please tick the type of business which your company are engaging:-
ManufacturingFinance Real EstateGeneral Trading Others, please specify
Insurance
7.b) Please tick the appropriate size of your company:
50-99 persons1-9 persons 100-19910-19 200 or over
20-49
8. Thank you for your valuable response, please fill out the below if you would





APPENDIX B - QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 3
THE CHINESEUNIVERSITYOF HONGKONG 香 港 中 文 大 學
三 年 制 工 商 管 理 碩 士 課 程Three-YearMBAProgramme
Dear Sir/Madam,
The advent of modern technology has brought about a lot of changes to our daily
life. A recent example is the personal computer which usually composes of a
video display station, a keyboard, a cassette/diskette for data storage and,
as an option, a printer. Typically, such a personal computer sells for
HK$6,000-20,000 depending on capability. And new models with improved
perfomaiLce and lower cost are being cortine siy announced.
In an attempt to understand your attitude as a professional/entrepreneur towards
personal computers, we have designed the following questionnaire for your kind
completion. We believe the questionnaire is straight forward and will take no
more than 5 minutes of your time.
We are prepared to share our findings with you by sending you a summary of our
result if you are interested (refer question 8).
Upon completion, please return the questionnaire to G.P.O. Box 2108 by the reply
paid envelope enclosed.





1. Suppose you are going to buy a personal computer (as defined above), what
features will you look for? Please rank the followings in descending order
of importance:-
(1: most important; 8: least important)




Good after sales service and vendor reputation
Sufficient training materials and user manuals





APPENDIX B - QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 3
2. Suppose you have a personal computer, what sort of application(s) would you







3. What benefits do you expect from the personal ccmputer? Please rank the
followings in descending order of importance:-







4. Will you buy a personal computer in the next 3 years?
NoYes
If YES, please go to Question 6.
5. Please tick the reason(s) for not buying.
Do not need oneNo expertise to use
Possess one alreadyAwait improved performance,
Others, please specifylower cost
Too expensive
6. Do you believe that computer will have a major influence on our daily life
in future?
NoYes








8. Thank you for your valuable response, please fill out the below it you wouia





APPENDIX B- QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 4
香 港 中 文 大 學THE CHINESEUNIVERSITYOF HONGKONG
三 年 制 工 商 管 理 硕 士 課 程
Three-YearMBAProgramme
Dear Sir/Madam,
The advent of modern technology has brought about a lot of changes to our daily
life. A recent example is the personal computer which usually composes of a
video display station, a keyboard, a cassette/diskette for data storage and,
as an option, a printer. Typically, such a personal computer sells for
HK$6,000-20,000 depending on capability. And new models with improved
performance and lower cost are being continually announced.
In an attempt to understand your attitude as a professional/entrepreneur towards
personal computers, we have designed the following questionnaire for your kind
completion. We believe the questionnaire is straight forward and will take no
more than 5 minutes of your time.
We are prepared to share our findings with you by sending you a summary of our
result if you are interested (refer question 8).
Upon completion, please return the questionnaire to G.P.O. Box 2108 by the reply
paid envelope enclosed.
Thank you for your assistance upon which the success of this stuay relies.
Yours faithfully,
QUESTONNAIRE
1. Suppose you are going to buy a personal canputer (as defined above), what
features will you look for? Please rank the followings in descending order
of importance:-
(1: most important; 8: least important)
Sufficient training materials and user manuals
Availiability of application program








Cheung Kam-to Lawrence Yee
J.J. Day,Jr
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APPENDIX B- QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 4
2. Suppose you have a personal computer, what sort of application(s) would you







3. What benefits do you expect from the personal computer? Please rank the
followings in descending order of importance:-







4. Will you buy a personal computer in the next 3 years?
NoYes
If YES, please go to Question 6.
5. Please tick the reason(s) for not buying.
No expertise to useToo expensive
Await improved performance,Do not need one
lower costPossess one already
Others, please specify
6. Do.you believe that computer will have a .major influence on our daily life
in future?
NoYes




-7- hl Please tick the appropriate size of your company:
50-99 persons1-9 persons
100-19910-19 200 or over20-49
8. Thank you for your valuable response, please fill out the below if you would





APPENDIX B- QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 5
THE CHINESEUNIVERSITYOF HONGKONG 香 港 中 文 大 學
三 年 制 工 商 管 理 碩 士 課 程Three-YearMBAProgramme
Dear Sir/Madam,
The advent of modern technology has £rought about a lot of changes to our daily
life. A recent example is the personal computer which usually composes of a
video display station, a keyboard, a cassette/diskette for data storage and,
as an option, a printer. Typically, such a personal computer sells for
HK$6,000-20,000 depending on capability. And new models with, improved
performance and lower cost are being continually announced.
In an attempt to understand your attitude as a professional/ entrepreneur towards
personal computers, we have designed the following questionnaire for your kind
completion. We believe the questionnaire is straight forward and will take no
more than 5 minutes of your time.
We are prepared to share our findings with you by sending you a summary of our
result if you are interested (refer question 8).
Upon completion, please return the questionnaire to G.P.O. Box 2108 by the reply
paid envelope enclosed.





1. Suppose you are going to buy a personal canputer (as defined above), what
features will you look for? Please rank the followings in descending order
of importance:-
(1: most important 8: least important)
Good after sales service and vendor reputation
Sufficient training materials and user manuals
Availiability of application program








APPENDIX B - QUESTIONNAIREVERSION 5
2 . S upposeyou have a personalcomputer, what sort of application( s ) wouldyou
mostlyuse ? P lease tick as appropriate.
S cientific/ E ngineeringA ccounting
C lient recordP ayroll/ P ersonnel
G amesI nventorycontrol
E ducationM anufacturing/ P roductioncontrol
O thers , pleasespecifyW ord P rocessing
F inancial modelling
3 . W hat benefitsdo you expectfrom the personalcomputer? P lease rank the
followingsin descendingorder of importance: -
( 1 : most important6 : least important)
C ost saving
S elf - development
E ntertainment/ P leasure
P restige
T ime saving
O thers , pleasespecify
4 . W ill you buy a personalcomputerin the next 3 years?
NoY es
I f YES, pleasego to Q uestion6 .
5 . P leasetick the reason( s ) for not buying.
T oo expensiveN o expertiseto use
P ossessone alreadyA wait improvedperformance O thers , pleasespecifylower cost
D o not needone
6 . D o you believethat computerwill have a major influenceon our daily life
in future?
NoY es
7 . P leasetick your profession:
P hysis anA ccountant S tudentC omputerP rofessional
T eacherE ngineer O thers , pleasespecify
L awyer
B . T hank you for your valuableresponse, pleasefill out the belowit you woula





APPENDIX B- QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 6
THE CHINESEUNIVERSITYOF HONGKONG 香 港 中 文 大 學
三 年 制 工 商 管 理 碩 士 課 程Three-YearMBAProgramme
Dear Sir/Madam,
The advent of modern technology has brought about a lot of changes to our daily
life. A recent example is the personal computer which usually composes of a
video display station, a keyboard, a cassette/diskette for data storage and,
as an option, a printer. Typically, such a personal computer sells for
HK$6,000-20,000 depending On capability. And. new models with improved
performance and lower cost are being continually announced.
In an attempt to understand your attitude as a professional/ entrepreneur towards
personal camputers, we have designed the following questionnaire for your kind
completion. We believe the questionnaire is straight forward and will take no
more than 5 minutes of your time.
We are prepared to share our findings with you by sending you a sunary of our
result if you are interested (refer question 8).
Upon completion, please return the questionnaire to G.P.O. Box 2108 by the reply
paid envelope enclosed.





1. Suppose you are going to buy a personal computer (as defined above), what
features will you look for? Please rank the followings in descending order
of importance:-
(1: most important; 8: least important)
Ease of operations
Reliability of machine
Good after sales service and vendor reputation
Sufficient training materials and user manuals
Availiability of application program






APPENDIX B- QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 6
2. Suppose you have a personal computer, what sort of application(s) would you







3. What benefits do you expect from the personal computer? Please rank the
followings in descending order of importance:-







4. Will you buy a personal computer in the next 3 years?
NoYes
If YES, please go to Question 6.
5. Please tick the reason(s) for not buying.
Await improved performance,Do not need one
lower costToo expensive Others, please specifyPossess one already
No expertise to use
6. Do you believe that computer will have a major influence on our dally Lime
in future?
NoYes
7. Please tick your profession:
Phys icanAccountant StudentComputer Professional
TeacherEngineer Others, please specify
Lawyer
8. Thank you for your valuable response, please fill out the below if you would





APPENDIX B- QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 7
THE CHINESEL NIVERSITYOF HONGKONG 香 港 中 文 大 学
1Three-YearMBAProgramme
Dear Sir/Madam,
The advent of modern technology has brought about a lot of changes to our daily
life. A recent example is the personal computer which usually composes of a
video display station, a keyboard, a cassette/diskette for data storage and,
as an option, a printer. Typically, such a personal computer sells for
HK$6, 0000 depending on capability. And new models, with improved
performance and lower cost are being continually announcea.
In an attempt to understand your attitude as a professional/entrepreneur towards
personal canputers, we have designed the following questionnaire for your kind
completion. We believe the questionnaire is straight forward and will take no
more than 5 minutes of your time.
We are prepared to share our findings with you by sending you a summary of our
result if you are interested (refer question 8).
Upon completion, please return the questionnaire to G.P.O. Box 2108 by the reply
paid envelope enclosed.






. Suppose you are going to buy a personal canputer (as defined above), what
features will you look for? Please rank the followings in descending order
of importance:-
1: most important 8: least important)




Good after sales service and vendor reputation
Sufficient training materials and user manuals





APPENDIX B- QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 7
2. Suppose you have a personal computer, what sort of application(s) would you







3. What benefits do you expect from the personal computer? Please rank the
followings in descending order of importance:-







4. Will you buy a personal computer in the next 3 years?
NoYes
If YES, please go to Question 6.
5. Please tick the reason(s) for not buying.
Do not need onePossess one already
Too expensiveNo expertise to use
Others, please specifyAwait improved performance,
Lower cost
6. Do you believe that computer will have a major influence on our daily life
in future?
NoYes
7. Please tick your profession:-
Phys icanAccountant
StudentComputer Professional
TeacherEngineer Others, please specifyLawyer
8. Thank you for your valuable response, please fill out the below if you would





APPENDIX B- QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 8
THE CHINESEUNIVERSITYOF HONGKONG 香 港 中 文 大 学
1Three-YearNBAProgramme
Dear Sir/Madam,
The advent of modern technology has brought about a lot of changes to our daily
life. A recent example is the personal computer which usually composes of a
video display station, a keyboard, a cassette/diskette for data storage and,
as an option, a printer. Typically, such a personal computer sells for
HK$6,000-20,000 depending on capability. And new models with improved
performance and lower cost are being continually announced.
In an attempt to understand your attitude as a professional/entrepreneur towarus
personal camputers, we have designed the following questionnaire for your kind
completion. We believe the questionnaire is straight forward and will take no
more than 5 minutes of your time.
We are prepared to share our findings with you by sending you a summary or our
result if you are interested (refer question 8).
Upon completion, please return the questionnaire to G.P.O. Box 21UU Dy Lne reply
paid envelope enclosed.






1. Suppose you are going to buy a personal canputer (as defined above), what
features will you look for? Please rank the followings in descending order
of importance:-
(1: most important 8: least important)
Sufficient training materials and user manuals
Availiability of application program









APPENDIX B- QUESTIONNAIRE VERSION 8
2. Suppose you have a personal computer, what sort of application(s) would you
mostly use? Please tick as appropriate.
Scientific/Engineering Inventory control
Client record Manufacturing/Production control
Games Word processing
Financial modellingEducation
Accounting Others, please specify
Payroll/Personnel
3. What benefits do you expect from the personal computer? Please rank the
followings in descending order of importance:-







4. Will you buy a personal computer in the next 3 years?
NoYes
If YES, please go to Question 6.
5. Please tick the reason(s) for not buying.
Possess one alreadyAwait improved performance,
No expertise to uselower cost
Others, please specifyDo not need one
Too expensive
6. Do you believe that computer will have a major influence on our daily life
in future?
NoYes





8. Thank you for your valuable response, please fill out the below if you would




RESULTS OF CHI-SQUARE TEST ON PROPORTION OF POTENTIAL
BUYERS WITH PROFESSIONALS EXCLUDING ACCOUNTANTS
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APPENDIX D
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COLUMN zpj 7TT TF 775 5TT
TOTAL TP.5 25.6 23.1 32.8 100.0
CHI SQUARE = 1.05S6S WITH 3 DEGREES OF FREEDOM SIGNIFICANT? = n.7P6fl
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APPENDIX E
CALCULATION ON NUMBER OF POTENTIAL
BUYER IN THE COMING THREE YEARS
(A) Computer Professionals, Engineers, Physicians and
Teachers group
The proportion of potential buyer for this group
is 42.0% with a standard error of estimate at
3.20% (refer attached computer printout). The
population size of this group is 11,000 as given
in Table 1. This table gives population size for
all the remaining calculation.
Mean number of potential buyer= 42.0% x 11,000
= 4620.
The 95% confidence limits= 11,000 x 1.96 x 3.2%
= 690.
Therefore, the interval of estimate at 95%
confidence level is 4620± 690.
(B) The Student Group
By referring to Table 14 in the text, the
proportion of potential buyer is 25.3% with a
standard error of estimate at 4.4%.
Mean number of potential student buyer
= 17,000 x25.3%
= 4301.
The 95% confidence limits= 17,000 x 1.96 x 4.4%
= 1466
Therefore, the interal of estimate at 95%
confidence level is 4301+ 14660
(C) The Accountant Group
From Table 14, the proportion of potential buyer
is 43.8%. The response rate is 4% from Table III.
Mean number of potential accountant buyer
= 3,000 x 43.8% x 4%
= 52.
(D) The Lawyer Group
The estimated proportion of potential buyer is
40% from Table 14. The response rate is 3.33%
from Table 3.
Mean number of potential lawyer buyer
= 800 x 40% x 3.33%
= 11.
106
(E) The Business Sub-sample
The estimated proportion of potential buyer is 50% and
the response rate is 2.13%. The population size for
this group is 65,682 establishments.
Number of potential business buyer
= 65,682 x 50% x 2.13%
= 700.
APPENDIX F
RESULTS OF CHI-SQUARE TEST ON GOOD AFTER SALES
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RESULTS OF CHI-SQUARE TEST ON AVAILABILITY OF APPLICATIO
PROGRAMS WITH PROFESSIONALS EXCLUDING COMPUTER
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RESULTS OF CHI-SQUARE TEST ON EASE OF OPERATIONS
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